Fabulous early ad deck for the Chicago & Alton RR "The Only Way". Lightly used cards are still crisp
with no defects. The soft tuckcase is quite worn but
not damaged. Special Spade Ace, Joker and back
advertise the route - Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City

This mint sealed gold-edged deck was slit open so
owner could view the cards. Surprise - the Moon
[AD41] box, has a 'Finished with Pegulose' Spade Ace
and a Dougherty 'D' Joker [AD48]! Clearly this
hybrid came packaged this way from the factory.

Deck commemorates the War end in 1900. Double
ended Jacks and Kings have portraits of officers,
the Aces advertise different brands of beer and each
four has a sepia photo of a warship. HK has minor
corner bend. GE and neat Joker complete this beaut!

Never opened - a sealed deck from the 1880's with a
neat Ace of Spades [includes a plain one as extra
card] and a wonderful Joker. Still in its original
wrapper, the front is faded from exposure to light.
Unknown until a few surfaced 20 years ago. Wow!

Very beautiful double set called "The Barribal Deck"
made for the Australian PCC in a limited edition of
only 500. This one is number 263. These spectacular
cards portray women and honor the famous English
illustrator and card designer Wm. Barribal.

This deck, still like new, comes with the rare
Imperial Bower Joker of NY36 which is often
considered to be the first American Joker. Small
stain in upper left corner of the Bower. Includes
one panel & top of wrapper. Very hard to find in
any condition.

This as issued railway deck is still in its cello
wrapper, although someone has split it on the side
to view the cards. Brilliant gold edges and tax
stamp on box [split]. This is a beaut and any RR
collector will want it.

